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11. Term Searching Form 
 

 

①Write down Term A,B, and C that are same with「10.Term Relating Form」. Search essential links two terms by two.  

Term   A： B：              C： 

 

A 

B 

②Write down terms into the blanks without considering the meaning.  

（A           ）has a behavior of （B             ） 

③If the sentence made by ② can describe felt sense, ask yourself what you can tell from it and write down freely 

things coming up with.  

You can ask yourself what is a “substance” if A has the substance of B. 

 

 

④If some words you think significant come out, make them as new term.     →New Term D   

 

B 

A 

⑤Write down terms into the blanks without considering the meaning.  

（B           ）has a behavior of （A            ） 

⑥If the sentence made at ⑤ can describe felt sense, ask yourself what you can tell from it and write down freely 

things coming up with.  

You can ask yourself what is a “substance” if B has the substance of A. 

 

⑦If some words you think significant come out, make them as new term.     →New Term E   

 

B 

C 

⑧ Write down terms into the blanks without considering the meaning.  

（B           ）has a behavior of （C           ） 

⑨If the sentence made at ⑨ can describe felt sense, ask yourself what you can tell from it and write down freely 

things coming up with.  

You can ask yourself what is a “substance” if B has the substance of C. 

 

⑩If some words you think significant come out, make them as new term.     →New Term F 

 

C 

B 

⑪Write down terms into the blanks without considering the meaning.  

（C          ）has a behavior of （B           ） 

⑫If the sentence made at ⑪ can describe felt sense, ask yourself what you can tell from it and write down freely 

things coming up with.  

You can ask yourself what is a “substance” if C has the substance of B. 

 

⑬If some words you think significant come out, make them as new term.    →New Term G 

 

C 

A 

⑭Write down terms into the blanks without considering the meaning.  

（C           ）has a behavior of （A          ） 

⑮If the sentence made at ⑭ can describe felt sense, ask yourself what you can tell from it and write down freely 

things coming up with.  

You can ask yourself what is a “substance” if C has the substance of A. 

 

⑯If some words you think significant come out, make them as new term.    →New Term H 

 

A 

C 

⑰Write down terms into the blanks without considering the meaning.  

（A          ）has a behavior of（C           ） 

⑱If the sentence made at ⑰ can describe felt sense, ask yourself what you can tell from it and write down freely 

things coming up with. 

You can ask yourself what is a “substance” if A has the substance of C. 

 

⑲If some words you think significant come out, make them as new term.     →New Term I  


